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The English major is required by the State of California to provide students with
introduction to major literary genre courses. Along with introductions to poetry, the
novel, and the short story, the drama genre forms a complete exposure to the variety
of literature in English. As dramatic literature was the precursor to both the novel and
the short story, the two major genre contributions to world literature from the English
language, it is appropriate that this course focus on the beginning ofthe form in
English. This course is designed to be a core component ofCCSF's English major
and is designed to be articulated for course-to-course transfer to the University of
California and California State University systems and to satisfy English Major
requirements at those schools.
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F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

No
Letter, Credit/No Credit
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III. CATALOa DESCRIPTION
The development of the drama in English, from the medieval through the nineteenth
century. Students study plays from major historical periods, Medieval, English
Renaissance, through the nineteenth century, with emphasis on critical works on various
methods of examining and evaluating the dramatic foml.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Summarize the development of the genre of drama in English from the Medieval
pcliod through the Nineteenth century
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B. Analyze individual texts from the point of view ofthe major critical works on the
dramatic fOln1.

C. Compare and contrast the major differences between the dramatic works of
various periods in both style and content.

D. Analyze valious dramatic works supported by literary evidence from both the
primary texts and literary criticism.

E. Create essays that use critical responses to the drama through close textual
analysis of important works, examining the language as well as plot and character.

F. Apply appropriate critical methodology, including literary research and critical
studies, which analyze the plays from varying perspectives, using works
addressing various historical periods and philosophical and social perspectives.

V.CONTENT
A. Medieval Drama

1. Background on Medieval drama
2. Religious ritual

a. Plays depicting Biblical stories
b. Drama as a teaching inshument
c. Transition to drama as a literary form in the morality play

B. English Renaissance
1. Theatre as entertainment

a. Shakespeare
b. Marlowe
c. At least one other wliter, such as Thomas Kyd or Ben Jonson

2. Literary criticism relevant to the period
a. Sir Philip Sydney
b. Samuel Johnson
c. Aristotle's definition of tragedy

C. Eighteenth Century
1. Comedy of Manners

a. Oliver Goldsmith
b. Richard Brinsley Sheridan

2. Literary criticism of the period
a. Robert Hume
b. K.R. Richards

3. Theatre in the American colonies such as Royal Tyler and others
D. Early Nineteenth Century

1. Social criticism
a. Oscar Wilde
b. George Bemard Shaw

2. Literary criticism
a. William Butler Yeats, "First Principles"
b. Assorted critical writings of George Bemard Shaw

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments
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1. In-class Assignments
a. Directed discussion on topics such as character motivation, historical

context, and metaphorical construction
b. Reading aloud of selected excerpts
c. Reflective writing on discussion topics

2. Out-of-class Assignments
a. At least two essays, one interpretive in which the students use techniques

ofclose textual analysis to examine the language as well as the plot and
characterization ofdramatic works, and one research paper which
discusses the historical context and explains a play from various critical
perspectives with a minimum combined total of 2500 words

b. Reading ofdesignated plays and selected literary criticism relevant to
each historical period

B. Evaluation
1. Reading quizzes on topics such as plot, relationships between characters,

identification of major speeches
2. In-class reflective writing on topics raised in class discussion
3. Out-of-class essays which closely examine individual texts of dramatic

literature and which employ research
4. Mid-term and final examinations that require students to compose essays in

class such as comparing and/or contrasting dramatic works from various
historical periods and/or discussion of the historical development of the
dramatic form

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. An anthology of the history of drama, such as Jacobus, Lee. The Bedford

Introduction to Drama. New York: Bedford S1. Martin's Press, 2005.
2. Individual copies of plays
3. Additional reuding materials on historical and philosophical background and

criticism

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a».
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